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About This Game

TETRA’s Escape is a platforming puzzle-game all about blocks. Blocks named Tetras and it is down to the players to all that
they can, to save them and make the most out of their special ability. Via the means of shape-shifting, Tetras can turn into

different Tetrominos and used to fill holes and master puzzles, in an attempt to reach the portal on the other side of the level.
But, don’t just go expecting a linear adventure, as sometimes crafting a staircase to the heavens is the only way to make it to the

end, so if you dare to dream big and go block mad, you might just have what it takes to bring all the Tetra’s back home!

Features:
- 7 hours’ worth of content, which includes 64 levels to beat

- Increasing difficulty
- Conventional 3 star system with Bonus Trophy

- Explanatory images to walk you through Tetra’s abilities, which includes: Block Jumps, rotations, mirror effects,
transformations, bombs for undoing transformations and more!

- Original Soundtrack by Levi Bond
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Title: TETRA's Escape
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ABX Games Studio
Publisher:
Ratalaika Games S.L.
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2018
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\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. I love this game. It's super cute, small, and it's lovely. My only gripe is how the trophies
unlock after collecting 3 stars. It's not required, but getting three stars to only then learn that you blocked the trophy was
sometimes frustrating. On occasion, it would lead to a more creative solution, but sometimes it felt boring. Overall, very cute
game. Solid 9.5\/10. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. I love this game. It's super cute, small, and it's lovely. My only gripe is
how the trophies unlock after collecting 3 stars. It's not required, but getting three stars to only then learn that you blocked the
trophy was sometimes frustrating. On occasion, it would lead to a more creative solution, but sometimes it felt boring. Overall,
very cute game. Solid 9.5\/10
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TETRA's Escape Available at 75% off For Steam Lunar Sale!:
Hello!

To cellebrate the Lunar new Year we've decide to discount TETRA's Escape a 75%!
We hope you enjoy the game now if you didnt before =].

Also best wishes for Lunar New Year form Ratalaika Games!. Devious Dungeon On Steam This Summer (Wishlist/Follow
Available):
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1059880/Devious_Dungeon/

Set in the Dark Ages, Devious Dungeon is a medieval focused action platformer title.

Under orders by the King, you will assume the control of a Knight instructed to head into the catacombs beneath the Kingdom,
to slay the fowl beasts and monstrosities that have invaded the murky depths.
You must venture deep within the dungeons eliminating the threat!
Slay monsters, collect loot, level up and upgrade your gear.
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